OVERVIEW

Terbine is building the first global exchange for IoT data -- the company is starting to work with large companies and government agencies around the world, driving the need for someone sharp, creative and organized to oversee the "product" aka the Terbine Exchange. Please refer to www.terbine.com/video.html for a two-minute overview of what we're pursuing.

Roles and Responsibilities
Product management to include working with business development and customers/users to determine feature-requirements, interfacing with the development team to generate strategic/roadmap and tactical build-plans, occasional presentations (if appropriate to your skills and ability to do so) to customers, conferences and other audiences, tracking user feedback and proposing new features to upper management.

Education and Qualifications
Bachelor's or advanced degree in computer science or information sciences preferred. Augmenting degree or deep studies in AI/machine learning, economics, electrical engineering and/or potentially applicable sciences (e.g. aerospace, chemical, environmental) will boost your resume up the ranking for consideration.

Preferred Skills
Highly detail-oriented, self-organized, confident in working within multidisciplinary teams, strong understanding of software development, good at presenting to groups a bonus. Terbine operates via Agile methodology.

How to Apply
Email careers@terbine.com your intro note and resume.
Please only attach your resume in PDF or it could get stopped by the SPAM blocker.